The effects of extensive pitting on the mechanical properties of carbon nanotubes
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Abstract

As previously demonstrated, a single hole is sufficient to markedly reduce the fracture strength of a carbon nanotube (CNT). Herein we present calculations exploring the effects of multiple holes on the modulus, fracture strength, and fracture strain of CNTs. The modulus decreases sharply and approximately linearly as a function of the pitting density. A few holes cause a decrease in the failure strain but extensive pitting leads to higher failure strains. These results suggest that the unusually low modulus measurements and high failure strains reported in the experiments of Yu et al. [Science 287 (2000) 637] were a consequence of purification induced oxidative pitting. © 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Quantum mechanical (QM) calculations [1–6] predict that defect-free carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have Young’s modulus values of ~1 TPa, fracture strengths of ~100 GPa, and failure strains of ~20–30% depending on their chirality, with generally good agreement existing between the predictions of tight binding [1,2,5], semiempirical [3,4,6], and density functional theory [5,6] methods. A number of experimental studies [7–12] have been conducted for CNT fracture, but agreement both between the experimental results and between theory and experiment is limited. Some of the experiments [8–10] involved multiwalled CNTs (MWCNTs) for which more than one shell is load bearing, and this complicates experimental–theoretical comparisons. Two experiments [7,11] reported fracture studies of arc-discharge-grown MWCNTs, and only the outermost shell was load bearing for those samples. The experiment of Yu et al. [7] reported 19 fracture strength measurements ranging from 11 to 63 GPa (with a mean value of 28 GPa), four modulus measurements of 950, 470, 335, and 274 GPa, and four failure strain measurements, one below 3% and three between 11% and 13%. The later experiment of Ding et al. [11] reported data for 14 MWCNTs with fracture strengths ranging from 10 to 66 GPa (with a mean value of 24 GPa), modulus measurements ranging from 620 to 1200 GPa (with a mean value of 955 GPa), and failure strains ranging from 1.0% to 6.3% (with a mean value of 2.6%).

The discrepancy between theory and experiment for the fracture strengths has received the most attention, and early theories [13] focused on stress-induced Stone–Wales defects [14] as the likely cause of the low strength measurements. It was eventually realized that even though Stone–Wales defects become energetically favorable at higher strains, the transformation barriers remain sufficiently high [4,15] that such processes could not explain fracture measurements at room temperature. It was subsequently observed [6,16,17] that the MWCNTs used in the
Yu et al. [7] experiments had been purified using an oxidative etching process [18] that was likely to introduce significant pitting that could easily explain the observed strength measurements.

The anomalously low modulus measurements and high failure strains reported by Yu et al. [7] have received less attention, although there has been speculation [19] that slippage at the cantilever-CNT attachment could explain these results (although there was never experimental evidence showing such slippage, it also was non-trivial to prove that slippage never occurred). In the subsequent experiments of Ding et al. [11], which used the same electron beam induced deposition (EBID) clamp-attachment procedure as used earlier, the clamp-attachment sites were carefully monitored for the possibility of slippage and this complication was demonstrated to be negligible. The primary distinction between the experimental procedures of Ding et al. [11], where the modulus measurements were more reasonable, and that of the earlier work of Yu et al. [7], was the use of unpurified CNTs. This suggests that extensive oxidative pitting is a more plausible hypothesis for the cause of the anomalous modulus and failure strain measurements in the work of Yu et al. [7] than slippage at the clamps. In the following, we present molecular mechanical (MM) calculations to indicate that a significant density of holes would indeed lead to both dramatically lower modulus and higher failure strain measurements.

2. Calculations, results, and discussion

A number of experiments [20–23] have demonstrated that exposing vacancy-defected graphite to oxygen at elevated temperatures leads to the formation of roughly circular holes in the surface graphene sheet. Oxidative etching is employed in many purification procedures [24,25] for CNTs as a way of removing amorphous carbon, soot, and seriously defected nanoparticles, but its use may lead to pitting in even high-quality CNTs due to the presence of a few vacancy defects. The distribution and types of defects that occur in CNTs and the specific mechanisms whereby these are oxidatively etched into holes are not fully-understood issues and, in any event, the details are likely to depend strongly on the specifics of the synthetic method employed; thus, a detailed model of realistic pitting patterns would be a difficult task. It has already been demonstrated [6,16,26] that a single significant hole is sufficient to dramatically reduce the fracture strength of a CNT to within the experimentally observed ranges. However, in order to affect the modulus, a significant density of defects would be required. In the calculations presented here, we will consider a very simple model of pitting in an attempt to understand some of the qualitative effects of multiple holes on the mechanical properties of CNTs.

Multiscale QM/MM calculations for the fracture of a large CNT are affordable when the vicinity of a single hole is treated via QM methods [26] but it would be prohibitively expensive to study CNTs containing many holes in this manner. Instead, we choose to model our CNTs purely at the MM level using a modified second-generation reactive empirical bond order (REBO) potential [27] of Brenner and coworkers. The modified potential will be denoted MTB-G2, and it is obtained [19,28] by removing the cutoff functions of the standard REBO potential and instead considering only interatomic interactions between atom pairs that lie within 2.0 Å of each other in the initial unstrained structure. This modification renders the potential incapable of treating bond formation but prevents highly anomalous fracture behavior. The MTB-G2 potential can yield qualitatively incorrect results for certain types of defected structures [3], and generally tends to underestimate the modulus, fracture strength, and failure strains of CNTs. However, for vacancy defects and holes the potential has been shown to do an acceptable job of estimating the fractional strength reductions, i.e., \( \frac{\sigma_{\text{defect}}}{\sigma_{\text{pristine}}} \) when compared to QM and QM/MM benchmarks [6,26].

We restrict attention to [15,15] armchair CNTs pitted via random distributions of the smallest possible circular holes, namely the removal of all six carbon atoms from the same hexagonal ring. We emphasize that the choice of these defects is motivated entirely by convenience; chemically-motivated defect choices would lead to much more complicated structures requiring explicit treatment of oxygen-containing functional groups. We use periodic boundary conditions and consider a unit cell consisting of 3000 carbon atoms prior to pitting. Hexagonal rings are removed randomly and sequentially (adjacent holes are permitted; thus, the largest defect can be larger than one-hexagon in size) until a desired defect density is achieved; additionally, any carbon atom retaining less than two of its initial nearest neighbors is removed, and at the final stage all dangling bonds are saturated with hydrogen atoms. We define the pitting density, \( f \), for a particular tube as the fraction of the initial 3000 carbon atoms that are removed by this process. The initial pitted structures are optimized to determine the zero-strain configuration, and then axial tension is applied in strain increments of 0.1%, followed by geometry optimization, until segmentation occurs. Young’s modulus values and engineering stresses are computed directly from the energies via finite differences. An effective shell thickness of 3.4 Å is used in defining the moduli and stresses, and the initial radius that is used in the definition of the engineering stresses is taken as that of the optimized value of a defect-free tube (10.18 Å). The failure stress is defined as the maximum observed stress and the failure strain is defined as the engineering strain for which the maximum stress is observed; in many cases further extension of the tube beyond the failure strain does not lead to immediate segmentation.

A plot of the effective modulus, \( Y' \), as a function of the pitting density, \( f \), is given in Fig. 1a, a plot of the failure stress as a function of \( f \) is given in Fig. 1b, and a plot of the failure strain as a function of \( f \) is given in Fig. 1c. For the unit cell size chosen here a single hole corresponds to \( f = 0.002 \). For reference, the modulus, failure stress, and
failure strain of a pristine [15] CNT as predicted by the MTB-G2 potential are 736 GPa, 105.7 GPa, and 29.8%, respectively.

As seen in Fig. 1a, the effective modulus, $Y'$, declines nearly linearly as a function of the pitting density. A number of continuum effective medium theories (EMT) [29] have been proposed that can be applied to composite continua containing inclusions and similar approximations have been obtained based on fracture mechanics ideas [30]. In particular, Thorpe and Sen [31] showed that for the special case of circular voids in a two-dimensional sheet the Young’s modulus within the self-consistent approximation (SCA) [32,33] is given by

$$Y'(\phi) = Y(1 - 3\phi),$$

(1)

where $Y'$ is the effective modulus of the pitted system, $Y$ is the modulus of the defect-free material, and $\phi$ is the volume fraction of holes. The EMT formulas are valid in the limit of low defect densities, and they clearly break down at high densities as can be seen by the inaccuracy of the percolation limit values: Eq. (1) predicts a percolation limit of $\phi = 1/3$, whereas numerical calculations for randomly distributed voids indicate a percolation limit of about 0.68 [34] and calculations for voids with centers chosen from a lattice indicate a percolation limit of about 0.60 [35]. Herein we only consider pitting densities below about 30%, which is sufficient to span the regime appropriate for comparison to the available experiments; the percolation limit for the atomistic pitting scheme presumably occurs at significantly higher pitting densities.

If we estimate the volume fraction of holes for an atomistic material by $f$, the initial reduction of the fractional modulus, $Y'(f)/Y$, of our numerical calculations, of about 3.25 $f$ (estimated from a linear fit of the first five points), shows excellent agreement with the EMT prediction of 3 $f$ indicated in Eq. (1). The modulus reduction is roughly linear in $f$ up to at least $f = 20\%$, and the numerical results are systematically smaller than the EMT predictions. At higher pitting densities the rate of decline of the modulus begins to slow, but by $f = 30\%$ the effective modulus is only 10–20% of its initial value.

As shown in Fig. 1b, the fracture stress declines sharply with increasing $f$ for low pitting densities but the rate of decline slows after about $f = 10\%$. These strength decreases are due to two effects: the overall decrease in the modulus and the patterns of larger defects that result at higher pitting densities. A single isolated hole within our unit cell leads to a fracture stress of 73.5 GPa, which is about a 30% decrease from the strength of the defect-free CNT. A few isolated holes, in a CNT with a pitting density of $f$, lead to fracture strengths that are very close to a factor of $Y'(f)/Y$ times the strength of a CNT with a single isolated one-hexagon hole. As the pitting density increases the likelihood of adjacent holes leading to larger defects increases, and these larger defects can lead to significantly greater weakening than isolated defects – at low defect densities the worst defect is typically the strength-limiting feature of a CNT.

It is important to realize that size alone does not determine what constitutes the worst defect. Removing two hexagons that are adjacent in the circumferential direction (from an otherwise defect-free tube) leads to a fracture.
strength of ~57 GPa at ~8.7% strain, which is a 22% reduction from the strength of a CNT with a single-hexagon hole, whereas removing two hexagons that are adjacent in the axial direction leads to a fracture strength of ~75 GPa, which is slightly stronger than the strength of a CNT with a single-hexagon hole. Of the 58 defect patterns considered here, the fracture strength is never lower than 0.51 times the strength we would expect for a CNT with isolated hexagonal holes and the observed modulus, i.e., \( Y'(f)/Y \) times the strength of a CNT with a single-hexagon hole. Thus, the decline in the modulus as the pitting density increases typically plays a more important role in determining the fracture strength than the clustering of defects does.

As seen in Fig. 1c, the failure strains initially decline with \( f \) and display a wide variation for a given pitting density, but tend toward a minimum in the range of roughly \( f = 10–15\% \) and thereafter tend to increase with increasing \( f \). The lowest failure strain observed in the 58 defect patterns considered here was 5.0%. For a CNT with a single hole, we would expect the failure strain to monotonically decrease as the diameter of the hole increases and for irregularly-shaped defects we would still expect a strong correlation between larger defects and lower failure strains. At low defect densities the failure tends to be straightforwardly determined by the worst defect; thus, the initial decline in the failure strain with increasing \( f \) is the expected result. At high defect densities the tube possesses multiple large defects, each of which undergo large deformation, and this distributed-deformation behavior tends to lead to higher strains for a given stress value. Furthermore, at high values of \( f \), localized bond failures in highly deformed regions can lead to the aggregation of nearby holes into larger defects without leading to fracture. Often, such defect aggregations provide a mechanism for significant stress reduction; thus, the stress–strain behavior of extensively-pitted CNTs is non-monotonic and failure is delayed to higher strain values. An example of this defect-aggregation behavior is shown in Fig. 2.

3. Concluding remarks

We have presented calculations showing the effects of pitting on the mechanical properties of CNTs. The modulus decreases sharply and approximately linearly as a function of the pitting density, \( f \), and shows good agreement with the effective medium theory predictions for results below about \( f = 25\% \). The fracture strength initially decreases with increasing \( f \) more rapidly than the modulus does because the size of the largest defect tends to increase with increasing \( f \). At higher defect densities the presence of multiple large defects and failure modes involving aggregation of holes into larger defects lead to a decrease in the failure stress reduction rate with increasing \( f \) and an increase in the observed failure strains.

The presence of extensive pitting provides a plausible explanation for the low failure strengths as well as the low modulus values and high failure strains reported in
the CNT fracture measurements of Yu et al. [7]. In fact, plausible pitting densities of 0.1–0.2 lead to the range of failure stresses of \(10^{-10\text{-}30}\) GPa, which corresponds to the failure stresses most commonly observed in the experiments. Alternative theories involving stress-induced Stone–Wales defects [13] cannot explain the modulus measurements and are not consistent with the much lower failure strains reported in the Ding et al. [11] measurements of unpurified CNTs.
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